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Planting and Maintaining Bermuda Turf at Brook Hollow

Golf Club
By C. B. Buxton

, The course of the Brook Hollow Golf Club, at Dallas, Tex., was
planned by the architect in June, 1920, and construction work was
started that summer. We secured Bermuda seed from Arizona and
other places, but found that with our high winds and long dry spells
little turf resulted from planting the seed. Our soil, being very sandy,
is soon dried out after the few rains, and what seed was not blown
away failed to germinate. After that we plowed the fairways about
6 inches deep in furrows about 21h feet apart. In these furrows we
dropped Bermuda turf about a foot apart. The turf had been gath-
ered from the heavy black land. We left considerable soil clinging to
the Bermuda turf. This undoubtedly kept the turf alive until the
needed rains came to its assistance.

After the spot-sodding was completed the furrows were covered
up, dragged, and rolled. This same method was used in spot-sodding
the greens, except the surface of the greens was first plowed and
cultivated very thoroughly, and considerable fertilizer added. The
Bermuda was cut up into smaller pieces than those used in planting
the fairways. After the greens were sodded we covered the entire
surface with good loam soil, probably about two inches thick. The
greens were then well watered, and rolled with a light roller. This
watering and rolling was kept up at regular intervals, and it was only
a matter of a few weeks before we had a fine, true putting surface.

At first we did not have a watering system that could take care
of the fairways, and a considerable part of the fairways had to be
resodded on account of the damage resulting from our excessive heat
,and long droughts. Had we put in a watering system first it would
have saved considerable expense and brought the course to a finished
condition at a much earlier date and probably saved a year at least
if not a year and a half.

Last spring (1924) we used ten tons of ammonium sulfate on the
fairways and watered regularly. The result from this fertilizing was
marvelous. Within three weeks of the time the fertilizer was used,
the Bermuda grass grew in leaps and bounds and gave as fine a fair-
way as any golfer could possibly desire.

In the use of the ammonium sulfate, utmost care must be taken,
otherwise the grass will be damaged. It can not be used without be-
ing followed by regular watering, as otherwise it will burn the grass
severely. With our greens this fertilizer was always applied mixed
with a sandy loam soil, and the application was followed with a heavy
watering.

The Texas championship was played at Brook Hollow last year,
and visitors from all over the state and from other sections com-
mented very favorably on the condition of the course. The putting
greens were excellent and compared very favorably with the greens
covered by the finer grasses of the North. To keep the greens in this
condition means continual work. Our topdressing with fertilizer and
sandy loam is done about once a month. The watering is done very
early in the morning or late in the evening, at regular intervals, de-
pending on our rains. You can keep Bermuda grass green with intel-
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ligent topdressing, but the greens get very hard unless water is used 
regularly. 

As is doubtlessly well known, the climate in the region about Dal
las is very irregular. It may rain 30 inches in the spring, and then 
not for six or seven months. So to keep a course in good shape here 
means that you have to supply the necessary water. To keep the 
grass on the greens in good shape, it must also be cut every day. 

We really are playing on the young grass shoots and not on the 
old matted turf. 

At the present time we water our fairways by means of a 4-inch 
main that parallels the fairways, with a rubber hose connection every 
50 feet. 

There is much interest in golf at Dallas. For example, there are 
six 18-hole courses at Dallas and four municipal courses, and more 
are planned. 

The methods used in building the Brook Hollow course, along mod
ern architectural ideas, and in the successful cultivation of Bermuda 
for the fairways and greens, have been used also by other clubs both 
at Dallas and in other parts of Texas as a basis for their operations, 
and as a result the old courses as well as the new courses are now in 
a most attractive shape, which means a greater enjoyment for the 
golfers of this section. 

The Golf Course Beautiful 
By W. L. McAtee 

All golf courses are beautiful, for the expanses of smooth, green 
turf that are essential to golf assure the beauty of any landscape. 
There are degrees of charm, however, and even the course that can 
not boast of scenic attractions can attain a beauty of a more appeal
ing, if humbler, kind. In many cases, also, a positive (and possibly 
expensive) policy of improvement is unnecessary, for much can be 
achieved by the negative, hence easy, method of sparing here and 
there beauty spots or ornamental details. 

If your rough has a natural succession of wild flowers during the 
season, leave them there. The memory of many a spring match will 
be sweetened if it is played in part among the bluets and violets. 
Several kinds of violets thrive on comparatively barren hillsides, and 
one of them in particular, the birdsfoot or pansy violet, can trans
form forbidding rough into a bed of beauty that commands the envy 
of the expert gardener. Later, scattered daisies, black-eyed Susans, 
and the autumnal flowers will give the rough an almost festal 
appearance. 

The sparing process of beautifying the golf course is particularly 
important as it relates to trees, for these can not be grown quickly 
when their need is felt. Therefore, in laying out the course and dur
ing alterations, consider the trees. Conspicuous flowering trees espe
cially should be retained, as the dogwood, the redbud, wild cherry, 
and locust. A good putting green framed in trees whose masses of 
tender new leaves are splashed with clouds of dazzlingly white dog
wood blossoms is a picture of perfect loveliness. 

Wild cherry and locust minister pleasure not only to the sense of 
sight but also to that of smell. On quiet evenings, where numerous 
locusts are in bloom, the whole atmosphere is steeped in their fra-


